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In agricultural society of ancient China, the control to the people who 
enrolled was not only the need of the social economy developing, but also the 
need of the federal financial revenue increasing. And Families-escaping was 
a universal existence social phenomenon in ancient China, the massive 
Families-escaping has the obvious negative effect on the stablity of the social 
order and the financial economy, all of the government must adopt the 
corresponding politics and economic policy to control it. 
The government of Song Dynasty running away the policy to control 
Families-escaping, just in the foundation of the policy in Tang Dynasty and 
the Five Dynasties, has transformed and developed. The article which is 
based on the foundation of the predecessors' studies, from the angle of Tang 
and Song society vicissitude takes the evolution of Families-escaping policy 
in Tang Dynasty and the Five Dynasties to Song Dynasty as the key 
inspection object, and the change of policy and implementation condition in 
Song Dynasty itself. 
The full dissertation is composed by the introduction, three chapters and 
the conclusion . 
"Introduction" elaborates significance of the topic selecting, the history 
of academic research and the basic thought, and explain the research method, 
the innovating and the deficiency. 
The Chapter One, "Main Reasons of Families-escaping in Song Dynasty 
". From three aspects: the nature, the finance and the economical background, 
point out the chaos caused by war, the famine frequent, the tax in labor 
oppressive are not only prominent characteristic in Song Dynasty, but also 
three main reasons which initiate Families-escaping in Song Dynasty. On the 













provides a bigger possibility and the active space which compared to a front 
generation.  
The Chapter Two, "the state of Policy about Families-escaping in Song 
Dynasty". From five aspects which is the evolution of Families-escaping 
policy from the later period of Tang Dynasty and the Five Dynasties, “Shen 
Tao”（申逃）system in Song Dynasty, the policy of attracting the escaping 
families to turn over to industry, the policy of asking the tenant farmer return 
to the field and the policy of the land belonging to the escaping families “Ju 
Ji Xi Guan”（拘籍系官） to elaborate the evolution of Families-escaping 
policy in Tang and Song Dynasty as well as Song Dynasties'. Compared to 
the Families-escaping policy in the later period of Tang Dynasty and the Five 
Dynasties, the stipulation of policy about attracting the escaping families in 
Song Dynasty turns over to industry is more detail, more nimble and more 
reasonable; Adjustment of the policy of the land belonging to the escaping 
families, pays more great attention to the rights to the land belonging to the 
escaping families and the receipt of the tenant farmer, even more strengthens 
the involvement degree of the escaping families management and operation, 
financial consideration is especially prominent. 
The Chapter Three, "Local government in Song Dynasty and 
Families-escaping policy to carry out". The policy of the Central government 
control Families-escaping in Song Dynasty, all must depend upon the Local 
government to carry out finally. Part of the system, which the government of 
Song Dynasty appraised the performance of subordinate officials, for the 
Local government carrying Families-escaping Policy out positively took 
certain promoter action. But in fact the Local government has many serious 
malpractices in carrying it out, and has much difficulty to change. 
Investigating its main reason, it is because of the financial question 
aggravating, the main standard which the government of Song Dynasty 













changed, the wealth income and making an offering become the most 
important basis of appraising the performance of subordinate officials; the 
government of Song Dynasty implements the principle which first satisfied 
the need of the central level funds as the most important wealth tax, the local 
finance falls into more difficult position day by day, the local officials take 
increasing bestows as first duty; And the administration movement in Song 
Dynasty has the situation of “the government official strong and official is in 
addition weak”, all of these reduced implementation effect of the government 
of Song Dynasty controlling Families-escaping policy greatly. 
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② 《唐会要》卷 85《逃户》。 
③ 《旧唐书》卷 118《杨炎传》。 
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